Supplementary Discussion
Different nanowire morphologies from PECVD chamber or SEM chamber annealing.
Note that, according to our experiments, an in-plane growth of the island-chain SiNWs cannot be triggered during in situ scanning electron microscopy (SEM) heating growth. Even with exactly the same growth parameters (including the Sn layer thickness, the a-Si layer coating and all the other plasma deposition conditions), the island-chain SiNW structure can be very well Page 6 reproduced in PECVD system, but only wavy SiNWs will be produced during an in situ SEM heating growth, see Supplementary Figure 2 for comparison. The effect of surface oxidation inevitable during the sample transferring can be excluded, as we have tried to minimize the air-exposure time to several minutes, and confirmed that the island-chain growth can be re-initiated by re-introducing the samples (after half hour air-exposure) back to the PECVD system and annealing them in H2 ambient or just in vacuum. Actually, the hydrogen passivation on the a-Si:H surface is known to last >15 min against oxidation in ambient, usually long enough for sample transferring between systems.
Derivation of Plateau-Rayleigh instability transformation of uniform wire segment into discrete dots.
Considering the transformation of a segment of straight and uniform-sized wire of wide and long, as illustrated in the Supplementary Figure 6 , an equal-volume sphere has a radial of 
The transformation becomes energetically favorable if the exposed surface energy on the sidewall of straight nanowire is larger than that of an equal-volume sphere, that is, 
where is the surface energy density of the nanowire system. In other words, if there is a free segment of uniform-sized nanowire with > 9 4 , a Plateau-Rayleigh self-transformation will Page 7 tend to take place, as long as mass redistribution is allowed and efficient (as is the case for the liquid Sn catalyst droplet, but not for the solid silicon nanowire at low temperature). Meanwhile, it is important to note that, this kind of Plateau-Rayleigh transformation is not expected for the uniform-sized SiNWs after they were produced by the Sn droplets, as such a low annealing growth temperature.
Derivation of the parametric window for triggering an island-chain Si nanowire growth.
Assuming a general temporal evolution form for the oscillating catalyst droplet as follows 
where M ≡ ( s S c + )
